Many of the answers to this puzzle are words from Lesson 1. Others name parts of the body. Fill in the words on the right, and when you are done, the boxed letters will give you a well-known saying.

Hit the nail on the ____
Do, act, carry out
Put your money where your ____ is!
Returns blood to the heart
There are 36 of these in a yard.
Illness, sickness
Movie about a huge shark
Give the team a _____. (clap)
Gas in the air needed by the body
Carries blood from the heart
Bring together: ____ stamps

They are on your feet.
Shoot from the ____
Leave a ____ on my answering machine.

It grows on your head.
Opposite of lower
Find
I’m all _____. (I’m listening.)
Stand on your own two _____.

____ speak louder than words.
As plain as the ____ on your face
All of the answers are two-syllable words.

**ACROSS CLUES**

2. Red, green, white, and brown
4. Clothes ready to be washed
6. Hot, dry, sandy place
7. You can't see the ____ for the trees.
9. Slowly but ____
10. Wood-eating insect
11. Carried by insects from flower to flower
13. Hot drink made with milk
14. Very small

**DOWN CLUES**

1. Common household pest
3. Strangely
4. Z is the last ____ of the alphabet.
5. The freezing point of water is 32 ____ F.
8. Sum up, add
9. It spins a web.
11. Ants can be pests at this.
12. Thank your ____ stars!
After you complete this puzzle, find a well-known piece of advice by filling in the blanks at the bottom of the page with answer words from the puzzle. The number below each blank tells you which answer to write (for example, 15-A stands for 15 Across).

ACROSS CLUES
1. ___ at the switch
3. Star closest to the earth
6. Dried grass used as livestock feed
7. It never ___ but it pours.
9. Less hot
11. 1,000 millions
12. Main points: The teacher gave an ___ of what the course would cover.
14. For you and for ___
15. ___ my day!
17. It’s better to give than to ___.
18. Feel uneasy or troubled
20. It’s all or ___.
21. Three feet

DOWN CLUES
1. You can say that ___!
2. Heartfelt requests: You’re the answer to my ___.
3. Without warning: ___, the wind shifted.
4. Not wide
5. Strike ___ the iron is hot.
8. Makes bright
9. Two or more things combined: However is a ___ word.
10. ___, two, three, go!
11. Ray of sunlight
13. We’re all in ___ same boat.
16. ___ minute counts.
17. At close ___
19. Spoil: The fruit will ___ if it’s not eaten soon.

Well-known piece of advice: ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___.
All of the answers are three-syllable words.

ACROSS CLUES
1. Left in the lurch; went AWOL.
4. Listened without being noticed
6. Laughter is the best ____.
9. Most countries have outlawed ____ warfare.
11. A newly thought-up machine, tool, etc.
12. Getting rid (of)
13. One good turn deserves ____.
14. Happy; at peace
15. Person who writes or tells the news

DOWN CLUES
1. Loyal, loving: The singer has many ____ fans.
2. Birds of a feather flock ____.
3. George Washington was the first U.S. ____.
5. The name of this reading series
6. This state touches four of the five Great Lakes.
7. Person who looks something over carefully
8. Find, come upon
9. Band leader
10. Inventor of the record player
Most of the answers are words from Lesson 8.

ACROSS CLUES
2. Everyone: They ____ went home.
4. Be carried along, as on a river
6. As ____ as apple pie
8. Eating dinner
9. Very pretty, lovely
11. Fitting, right: What is the ____ way to
dress for work?
13. The greatest amount: Ted has the ____
money.
15. An ____-and-shut case
16. Tip the ____ (weigh)
18. The only eating tool of the caveman
19. A cutting tool
20. Opposite of narrow

DOWN CLUES
1. Tossed ____ is often served at dinner.
3. ____ down is the opposite of standing up.
4. Plan or drawing that explains how
something works
5. ____ it over! (Give it to me now!)
7. Upset the ____ cart (mess up)
9. Any small fruit with many seeds
10. A single unit in a group: Put that ____ on
your shopping list.
11. Sharp points of a fork
12. Get the better of: “We shall ____.”
14. Bird often eaten at Thanksgiving
16. “____ down. You walk too fast.”
17. He eats ____ a horse.
Most of the answers are words from Lesson 11.

ACROSS CLUES
1. Close tie with another person
4. Meat of a young cow
5. Scared, fearful
7. For that reason
10. An understanding between persons
11. Something given to someone
12. Underground story of a building
13. A large monkey
14. An increase in size: The ____ of the tree is very slow.
15. Closing for a letter: Yours ____
16. What the bride and groom say: “I ____.”
18. The state of being alone and sad

DOWN CLUES
1. Overly high body temperature
2. A long snakelike fish
3. Something declared or reported
6. Seventh-____ stretch (baseball term)
8. Costly (hyphenated word)
9. One or the other
10. Taking something offered
12. Class of warship
15. Sharp spike on a rosebush
17. Pour ____ on troubled waters
Unscramble these words and names from Lesson 12 and when you’re done the boxed letters will give you a well-known quote.

A R W
L I E R T H
W H E J I S
K A R N F
N E A N
T A I C T
S H E P A
F I O R E C F
A Y D R I
L E T C A T
S P E A C E
L O E P
D I R A O
C O F I F E
Z O D E N
T H R O N
D O N H A L L
M E R G A N
D R O W L
D R E S H
S T R E A D A M M
H A T I F
F L O A D
H A R P E P S
S P R E S E D
Lesson 13

Most of the answers are words from Lesson 13.

ACROSS CLUES
1. Island country in Asia
4. All things in the world: Camping makes me feel close to ____.
5. Working at: Are you ____ the dishes?
7. Room or space at the top of a house
8. Short for “hello”
10. Warm; friendly; helpful
12. Openly; without limits
13. An object to play with
14. May be heard during a rainstorm
15. Shape up or ____ out!
17. Highest goals
18. It’s easy. ____ can do it.
20. An empty place where nobody lives

DOWN CLUES
2. To act against with force: The surprise ____ came at dawn.
3. Had to have
4. Catch sight of: Did you ____ his new car?
6. Country ruled by Hitler during World War II
7. Mad: Please don’t be ____ with me.
8. The sky and all the stars
9. Short for “I would”
11. All that has happened in the past
12. Penny-wise and pound-____
15. Greedy; self-centered
16. Between a rock and a hard ____
19. Bird’s home
Many of the answers have been used in the reading to describe a camel.

ACROSS CLUES
2. Very large: Lake Michigan is one of the ____ Lakes.
4. The sound a mouse makes
8. Often sad and gloomy
9. Seven is an ____ number.
10. Makes, turns out: Our firm ____ computer parts.
11. Six of ____ and half a dozen of the other
12. “The Yellow Rose of ____”
14. Dumb, not smart
16. Very large
17. Little, not big

DOWN CLUES
1. Very homely; not good looking
4. As ____ as an ox
5. Keep a stiff ____ lip.
6. Leave well enough ____
7. Opening in the nose
8. Give ____ a break!
13. ____ dog story (long, drawn-out story)
15. Time will ____
16. Over the ____ (past the hardest part)
17. A low, bush plant
18. “Ship of the desert”
19. To turn sour, as milk
21. Hair on an eyelid

18. Ungraceful: The ____ player dropped the ball.
19. Freight carried by ship, plane, truck, or camel
20. Covering used on a bed to keep warm
22. Opposite of tight
The words from Lesson 15 listed below are hidden in this diagram. To find them, look across (→), down (↓), and on a slant (↗) and (↘). Do not skip over any letters in the diagram. Circle each word when you find it.

WORDS

BICYCLE   HANDLE   REGARDED
CULTURE   LOB      SOUTHPAWS
FAREWELL  MISFIT   STUDENTS
FLINTS    PATTERNS  UNCOMMON
HANDICAPPED
Unscramble these words and names from Lesson 17, and the boxed letters will give you a question you may have heard, or asked, many times.

W E L E R J Y
P H E L O L B
M A J E S
T Y I C
R E S O Y T
U N M I F F
B L O T S R E
U T T L E R
D O S A
M I J
M A D D I O N
C A T T L A N I
T N A E B D R R E
B R A C

?
Change one letter in the underlined word in the clue and you'll have the answer.

ACROSS CLUES
1. Joan counts on going every year to the _____ fair.
3. The surfer did not _____ much pain when he broke his leg.
6. The crook flew the coop and _____ to another state.
7. They moved from their inland home to an _____ near the coast.
9. John lent Joyce money so she could pay her _____.
10. Lee bought _____ a kite for her birthday.
12. The hunter was lost for three days and feared he would die of _____.
13. Tim used a _____ to dig up a space for my flower bed.
15. At the _____ you're moving, we'll be late for the show.
17. The glow in the sky seemed to _____ larger and larger.
18. It was _____ nine o'clock by the time things were neatly put away.

DOWN CLUES
1. Let's clean the windows so we'll have a _____ view of the ocean.
2. I got eight hours of sleep last _____.
3. The fish on the stand _____ because it had been dead so long.
4. The air had a _____ smell of paint in it.
5. How will you react when you _____ your goal at last?
6. In order to be free, they will _____ to another country.
8. The park ranger warned of the _____ of snow slides.
11. We strolled _____ the beach among the shells and seaweed.
14. It would pain me to have to _____ my watch so that I could pay my bills.
16. Did you ever _____ to fry an egg in a saucepan?
The answers include most of the new words in Lesson 20.

**ACROSS CLUES**
1. ____ Washington, wife of the first U.S. president
3. “____ can’t be choosers.”
5. Happily, gladly
8. Short, flat-headed nail: thumb ____
9. Container used for laundry
12. Run yourself ____ (keep very busy)
15. Pulled apart, ripped
16. Someone who goes headfirst into water
18. Easy to do: it’s a ____.
19. Opposite of make thin
20. Short for grandmother
21. These make you cry when you peel them.
22. Mean, unkind: Don’t be too ____ with your child.

**DOWN CLUES**
1. The use of charms or tricks; ____ Johnson, basketball star
2. Thick, black liquid used in making roads
3. Pail
4. Force, might: It takes a lot of ____ to lift those weights.
6. A piece of jewelry worn in the ear
7. Opposite of over
8. Iced ____ (summer drink)
9. Walking in water
10. More than a few, but not many
11. Salted, smoked pork eaten with eggs
13. ____ fly a kite!
14. Very pleasing to eat
17. A cold often brings on a ____ nose.
19. Go over with a fine- ____ comb